Abstract. The many benefits that cell phones provide are at times overshadowed by the problems they create, as when one person's cell phone disrupts a group activity, such as a class, meeting or movie. Cell phone interruption is only highlighted by the ever increasing number of mobile devices we carry. Many tools and techniques have been proposed in order to minimize interruption caused by mobile devices. In the current study, we use calendar information to infer users' activity and to automatically configure cell phones accordingly. Our in-situ experiment uses PDAs that run a cell phone simulator to examine the feasibility and design factors of such a solution. Our results show that both structured activities and appropriate cell phone configuration can be predicted with high accuracy using the calendar information. The results also show consistent mapping of activities to configuration for each individual. However there was a poor consistency of mapping activity to configuration across different participants. We discuss the results in relation to inaccuracy, spontaneous activities, and user reactions.
Interruption caused by inappropriate notification such as ringing in a meeting can cause inconvenience, disruption and embarrassment for the owner. The effect of interruptions has been shown to be disruptive to task performance even when the interruption is ignored [4] . Even worse, interruption may also lead to an increased level of stress and errors [5, 6] . Interruption is not limited to the owner of the cell phone only but extends to the surrounding environment as well. Kern et al [7] have introduced and validated a model for interruptibility wherein they distinguish between interruption to user's environment "social interruptability" and interruption to the user him or herself "personal interruptability". The cell phone's social interruptibility is further confirmed by studies that show most people consider the use of cell phones in public places to be annoying [8, 9] . Bautsch, et. al [10] found that most people think there should be etiquette guidelines created for public mobile phone use.
All the problems mentioned above are usually caused by the static nature of cell phone configurations and their inability to automatically change their setting according to the context of the surrounding environment. This, in turn, creates a mismatch between a phone's setting and the context of the space it occupies. Many people change their cell phone setting every time they are in a new context. This solution is both inconvenient and inadequate since in many cases the user forgets to change the setting. Other people just keep their cell phone in silent mode, but that results in their missing many important calls.
In this paper, we present an approach that aims to improve the awareness of cell phones by using information from the calendar book, which already exists in most cell phones and all current smart phones. The information in the calendar book is used to determine the most suitable configuration for the cell phone. In order to examine the validity and effectiveness of this solution, many questions need to be explored first. Its real value greatly depends on the accuracy of the predicted context based on the scheduled activities. Given the inevitable fact that people's actions do not always mirror their intentions, scheduling events and activities does not necessarily ensure attendance.
With this in mind, the accuracy of the information provided by the calendar must be carefully considered, along with the tendency of users to carry out their plans as written in the calendar. A related question to be asked concerns the effect of spontaneous and unscheduled activities on the predictability of calendar-based configuration. Further, can users predict the best configuration for specific activities? Is there consistent mapping between context and configuration? Given that people's sense of control decreases as a cell phone's autonomous capabilities increases [11] , and given the personal connection people feel toward their cell phones, would people welcome the idea of more aware and autonomous cell phones? How much control are users willing to give up in exchange for the convenience offered by the system? Finally, how can we account for the differences in people's perception of the appropriateness of the same level of interruption?
To answer the above questions, we have conducted an in situ experiment in a dynamic campus setting. During the experiment, participants were asked to fill in their calendar information regularly in the PDA we supplied. Every PDA ran an application designed to simulate a smart cell phone. The application simulated phone calls at random times during the day, prompting participants to evaluate the appropriateness of the configuration and to specify their current activity and location. The application acquired and stored evaluation data from participants during the study. More data was collected through end-of-study interviews to examine the overall evaluation of the calendar-based solution.
Section 2 examines the existing solutions to this problem at hand. We describe the strengths of the calendar book as a solution in Section 3, and give the details of our in-situ user study in Section 4. Section 5 documents our results, including the accuracy of calendar information, the consistency of the mappings between context and configuration in our user population participants', and evaluations of calendar-based configuration. We conclude our findings in Section 6.
Calendar as a Context Provider
All current smart phones and most other regular cell phones come equipped with a calendar book. The calendar book usually serves as a personal organizer and is a valuable resource for organizing daily activities and schedules. Naturally, calendar information provides very important and reliable cues about the availability, location, and surrounding environment of the user. For example, if the calendar has a meeting appointment from 1pm to 2 pm we know with a high degree of probability that the user is unavailable and he is in a place with at least one other person. Such information indicates that any incoming interruption should be kept minimal and only the most urgent ones should be allowed to go though with a very discreet notification mechanism. Such cues are available for free and we predict they are usually accurate.
Calendars provide simple and inexpensive contextual information. By inexpensive, we mean that no sensors or computations are needed to infer the contextual information. Furthermore we predict this information to be highly accurate since in most cases the user fills in the entries that are of high importance and that she intends to attend. This information can be used by cell phones in order to dynamically and automatically change their configuration, or settings, in a way that received calls are least disruptive to both the user and the surrounding environment.
It remains unclear, however, to what extent cell phone calendars are actually used. We have not found any studies that examine the usage pattern of a cell phone's calendar, although many studies have been conducted to examine the mobile Personal Information Management's (PIM) usage behavior, task management, and efficiency of information retrieval [12] . PIM is an essential set of tools that exists in almost all personal digital assistants (PDAs) as well as many smart phones and includes a calendar application in addition to task list, contact, and memo applications. In a recent study we conducted involving 20 cell phone users, we found that a cell phone's calendar is rarely used, or when it is used, it serves as a reminder rather than as a scheduler. However, we expect this to change in the near future as regular cell phones converge into smart phones that include many PDA-like capabilities. Smart phones usually offer better user interface and communication capabilities. Enhanced interaction capabilities such as bigger touch-screen displays and a QWERTY keyboard provide for easier user input and enable users to make better use of PIM applications, including the calendar. Moreover, the enhanced communication capabilities such as Bluetooth and infrared enable users to synchronize their calendar information and other data with their PC. Thus, even if users utilize other electronic calendar devices, the information can easily be transferred to and used by their smart phone.
Related Work
Calendar information has long been used as a valuable resource for information in several research projects. The Coordinate system, for example, uses the calendar information and previous computer activities to predict the availability of a person on a particular computing device [13] . MyVine system uses calendar information in addition to many other cues, such as a speech detection sensor, to model a person's availability for communication [14] . The Ambush system extends the calendar via a Bayesian approach to predict the likelihood of one's attendance at the event listed in one's calendar [15] . The context-aware Office Assistant uses a person's calendar to inform a personal agent of available meeting times for visitors at the person's office door [16] .
Many approaches have been developed aiming to minimize interruptions caused by mobile devices. One approach is to empower the caller to make better decisions about the appropriateness of the call before making it by providing him information about the receiver's context [17] [18] [19] . The Calls.calm system uses the web to activate an interaction webpage that provides the caller with a set of available communication channels as well as information about the receiver's current situation and leaves it up to the caller to make an educated choice [17] . Milewski and Smith used the address book to display dynamic information about the recipient's availability and whereabouts [19] . The solution applies the same concepts of "Buddy list", used in instant messengers. This approach, however, raises many privacy concerns that may prevent the receivers from publishing useful information about their context. Also the approach does not address the question of what type of contextual information provides the best cues about the receiver's availability.
Another approach is to empower cell phone owners by improving the capabilities and awareness of cell phones. Quiet Calls is a system that enables users to have a private conversation in a public place by using a quiet mode of communication such as voice mail and prerecorded messages [20] . Such a system decreases social interruption but does not affect personal interruption since the user is still expected to receive the call and act upon it. SenSay is a system that uses input from different sensors such as accelerometers, light detectors, and microphones to capture the context of the user [21] . The context is then used to adjust the modality of cell phone configuration (i.e. vibration, ringer). Schmidt et. al. have introduced an adaptive cell phone that changes its profile automatically based on the recognized context [22] . The phone chooses to ring, vibrate, adjust the ring volume, or keep silent depending on whether the phone is on a table, in a suitcase, outside, or in hand.
Solutions which acquire context information through augmented sensors are somewhat expensive in terms of the computational needs of inferring the context information given the scarce resources of cell phones. Moreover, usability studies have yet to be conducted to study the effect of inaccurate context prediction on users, as well as the issue of how much control users are willing to give up in exchange for convenience.
Experiment
The main goal of the experiment was to assess the likely value of the calendar-based automatic cell phone configuration approach and the various factors affecting it. We examined the accuracy of calendar information, configuration predictability, and the consistency of mapping activities to configurations for individuals and across different individuals. We examined whether automatic cell phone configuration, based on the user's calendar information, improves the overall user experience. Finally, we investigated the approach to automatic configuration and whether it should be passive, where users are aware of the change and have more control over it, or active, where the change is made without any notification and the user has less control over it.
Preliminary Survey
The experiment was conducted in two stages. Preliminary data was collected using a survey in the first stage to help us better design the main part of the experiment. The benefit of a two-stage experimental approach in the context of interactive and ubiquitous systems was argued by Antifakos et al. [23] . The goal of the survey is to investigate how people categorize their daily activities as well as the variation of this categorization across different groups. The data was gathered by an online survey. We had a total of 72 participants divided among graduate students, undergraduates, professors and staff. The participants were distributed among 7 different majors or areas of study. The survey results show that the participants tend to do very similar activities irrespective of their major or occupation. However, we found that the frequencies of activities are different among different groups. We used the list of collected activities to categorize them according to the most suitable cell phone configuration corresponding to that activity.
Method
Design: The study consists of a context-aware cell phone configuration application. The application simulates a cell phone that changes its configuration (loud ring, quiet ring, vibrate, on, off) depending on the context of its owner. The context is derived from the calendar book. During the study, the participant carries a Palm PDA that runs the application, and during the day she receives simulated phone calls at random times (Figure1). According to the context of the participant, the application notifies the user differently about the received call. The cell phone configuration can be in any of four different states: Loud, Quiet, Off, and Normal. In the loud state, the phone rings loudly when a call is received, while it vibrates in the Quiet state. Normal state is the default state that takes whichever configuration has been set up by the owner. In the Off state, the phone is off, and if a call is received then a voice mail message will be generated the next time the phone is in any other state. Moreover, if the participant misses a phone call, he will be notified of that missed call the next time he answers a phone call. The four different states were identified from the online preliminary survey mentioned in the previous section. After receiving the notification of either an incoming call, a missed call or a voice mail message, the participant is asked whether the configuration of the cell phone, reflected by the notification mechanism, is appropriate or not. If the answer was inappropriate, then she is asked to select the most appropriate configuration. After that, the participant is asked to select his location and activity. We chose to use a cell phone simulator that is running on a Palm PDA instead of using a real cell phone because the PDA provided us with more programming flexibility and with greater means to collect, store and manage in-situ data. At the same time, the selected PDAs had the same notification capabilities as cell phones, such as ringing, vibrating, LED, and volume control. We were only interested in measuring the appropriateness of the configurations in terms of their social ramifications rather than identifying the callers or any other factors. The simulation provided us with more control over the study, which enabled us to examine only the factor of interest while eliminating others such as caller identity. Moreover, it would have been very expensive and inefficient to provide participants with real cell phones with calling plans for the duration of the study.
Conducting the experiment in a natural setting is a crucial part of our study and for Ubicomp systems in general because of their inherent mobile nature and the fact that, in real life, they interact with users in a natural environment. We have chosen to conduct the experiment in a college environment because of its dynamics and the ease of subject recruitment. Moreover, college campuses have always been on the forefront of adopting new technologies. In fact, Weiser [24] predicted that the compact nature of the campus environment will put it at the forefront of ubiquitous computing.
Duration:
The experiment duration was chosen to be 5 working days. This period was selected because most activities are repeated in either daily or weekly intervals. In addition, we conducted the experiment only during the week rather than on the weekends because we were mostly interested in the days when the participants are busy and interactive in a campus environment. In this case, the cost of interruption or misconfiguration is rather high for both the user and the surroundings and thus the value of the application is highlighted.
Participants: 11 students both graduate and undergraduate from Indiana University participated in the study. Participants were aged 20-28 and 3 of them were males. All participants reported to have owned cell phones for more than a year and have busy daily schedules with many different activities throughout the day. 10 participants fully completed the study. One participant collected very little data due to a family emergency. This data was not considered in the evaluation process.
Equipments:
The study was conducted using Tungsten T3 running Palm OS 5.2 and our cell phone simulator. The devices are equipped with ringing, vibration and volume control capabilities as well as a color display. Each participant was provided with a PDA for the duration of the study.
Procedure: Participants were individually given a brief overview on how to use the PDA, and then they were introduced to the cell phone simulator and how to use it. They were asked to fill in the calendar with their activities at the beginning of every day of the study with all the activities that last at least 15 minutes. Every activity is mapped by the participant to the cell phone state that best fits that activity. The participants were advised to think of the PDA as their own cell phone that is changing its configuration dynamically depending on the context. After finishing with the experimental study, end-of-study interviews were conducted in one-on-one sessions that lasted approximately 40 minutes.
Design Tradeoffs:
The fact that participants received simulated phone calls rather than real ones may have introduced some bias in their evaluation of the calls. In order to treat all calls with the same level of importance and factor out personal preferences, we asked participants to think of the calls as received from anonymous callers. With the simulated phone calls, participants still had to deal with the social ramifications of receiving calls in public spaces and with inappropriate alerts that could have been caused by the calls. Also, activity to configuration mapping in most cases should not be affected by the fact that the calls are simulated.
Results and Discussion
During the study, a total of 340 calls were made, all generated by the simulator. Participants received an average of 30 calls and 4 voice mails. Even though participants missed 31% of the initial calls, they received reminders about many of the missed calls, and thus they had the chance to evaluate them. Overall participants evaluated 85% of the calls; the rest were not evaluated due to the fact that the application only stored a partial list of missed calls and the participants were reminded only about the last three missed calls. In addition, in some cases, the Palm device had to be reset during the study, and thus a few stored reminders were lost.
Evaluating Calendar-Based Automatic Cell phone Configuration
During the end-of-study interview, all participants reported they were willing to use such an application if their cell phones were equipped with it. Participants were also asked to rate the usefulness of the application on a scale of 1 to 6, with 1 being the most useful and 6 being annoying. 40% of the participants rated it 1 (very useful) while the rest rated it 2 (useful). These results are particularly interesting given the fact that 9%-13% of the calls were evaluated as having an inappropriate or inexact configuration. Since these calls were received in a real-life environment, they could have caused frustration or embarrassment for the participants. The fact that evaluation occurs after notification makes the evaluation very accurate and reflects the real feelings of the participants that could not be obtained otherwise. One participant commented that: "I like how it changes state without you having to tell it to. I always forget to turn my cell [off] in class and turn it on after".
Overall, participants rated 87% of the evaluated calls as having the appropriate configuration and 9% as having an inappropriate configuration. The rest were evaluated as having an inexact configuration but not inappropriate which was another option. Out of the missed calls that were later evaluated, 36% were missed unintentionally due to the fact that participants failed to notice the alert, usually due to low volume, and the rest were missed intentionally. We interpreted both intentionally and unintentionally missed calls as having an inappropriate configuration. In most cases participants did not mind missing the calls because they did not want to be interrupted. Only 14% of the missed calls were evaluated as having an inappropriate configuration. One participant commented that the embarrassment of having the phone ring in the middle of a meeting is worse than missing a phone call. Most of the calls with inappropriate configuration were received when the participants were either in transition between activities or dealing with unplanned activities such as 'on the phone', 'taking a break' or 'having a conversation'.
Even though this approach did not produce perfect accuracy, it did not appear to affect the participants' perception about the usefulness of the applications since any inaccuracy is a predictable one and they have total control over it. People's reaction to inaccuracies and uncertainty in context-aware applications varies from one person to another. However, if Bellotti and Edwards' [25] design principles of intelligibility and accountability are followed, which include the user in the decision making process, then we expect people will adopt context-aware applications. In our case, participants were included in the decision making process by having them initially map different states to configuration rather that using different inference techniques to map them automatically Our study also examined the preferred level of interactivity between the user and any potential application that could provide context-aware configuration for cell phones. This question must be dealt with for most of the context-aware applications because of the fact that they are dynamic and proactive [26] . When asked about their interaction preferences in the end-of-study interviews, all participants stated that they would like to be involved in deciding on the configuration for a given context. Most participants wanted to be notified whenever certain configuration transitions occur. However, the level of involvement varies from one participant to another. A detailed discussion of this can be found in [27] 
Accuracy of Calendar Information
Participants were asked to fill in a more detailed account of their daily activities than they would usually do in real life. We asked them to schedule in advance all the activities that were expected to last more than 15 minutes. The purpose was to gather as much data as we could about the different activities and the way participants choose to configure these activities. Participants filled in 9 different activities on average. The most common activities were meeting, work, homework, watching TV, class, working out and eating. During the study, participants were asked to specify their current activity. Participants accurately predicted 62% of their activities and inaccurately predicted 29% of activities. 9% of participant activities were spontaneous. The relatively low value for accuracy was not unexpected given the fact that it is very hard to predict a detailed account of our daily activities in advance. The calendar is designed to function as an organizer of important, well-structured events and not activities part of one's daily routine. Not surprisingly, the activities that contributed to most of the inaccuracies in calendar predictability were the loosely structured home activities such as "food", "watching TV", "homework" and "relaxing". When such activities were ignored, a much higher accuracy rate of 93% was obtained. This result highlights the importance of using calendar information as a source of contextual cues with high level of accuracy for structured activities.
Mapping Activities to Configuration
One main goal of the experiment was to examine how people map their activities to different configurations and to check for consistency in the mappings. In order for the configuration to be determined automatically by the cell phone (i.e. inferring it from the description field in the calendar entry) and not as specifically directed by the owner as in our experiment, there needs to be a predictable pattern of mapping from activities to configuration.
A typical example of the mapping data that was collected is shown in Table 1 . Upon initial observation, it appears that most activities have a dominant desired configuration, but that there exist activities that have 2 or more preferred configurations. Upon closer examination, however, we find that individuals have a predictable desired configuration for 89% of the activities. For example, the "work" activity in Table 1 shows two different dominant configurations. This particular case was due to the fact that the user happened to configure the "Normal" state to the same setting as the "Quiet" configuration. Thus, the "work" activity for this participant is counted as consistent. Further, configurations other than the dominant ones were usually chosen at the beginning of the study when participants were experimenting with the settings and were not yet sure which was the best fit for a particular activity. This behavior tended to diminish toward the end of the study period. This shows that the mapping process can be easily automated after the initial period where the user is more involved and she is part of the decision making. Table 1 . Activity to configuration mapping by one participant
The mapping was less consistent across different participants than for each individual participant. Table 2 shows the activity to configuration mapping data for the eight most common activities among participants. Even though certain activities such as "Homework" showed consistent mapping, many other activities were not as consistent. For example, many participants chose to have their cell phone "Off" during class, but others chose the "Quiet" configuration. As a result of this and in order for the automatic configuration to be useful, it should be tuned and customized to specific preferences for each user. However, results from this type of study can be used to choose intelligent default settings for different activities. For example, the default setting for "Work" could be "Quiet" because it is the most popular configuration. The users who desire "Normal" can change this default. Kern. et. al obtained very similar results in their study of the differences between personal and social interruptability [7] . Their experiment found that there were differences among people in the way they assess personal and social interruptability and they argue for interruptability estimation systems to better adapt to individual users' preferences. This may well be the case for all other interactive, context-aware applications. Making general conclusions about the desired behavior of context-aware applications within certain contexts is a problematic practice that many researchers have fallen into. In fact this is the same practice that Bellotti and Edwards have warned about, and they have proposed following the guidelines of intelligibility and accountability when designing context-aware systems to avoid such problems [28] . We expect that providing the capability for participants to choose their own mapping from activities to the desired configuration has had a substantial effect on the way participants perceive the application as well as on the very positive evaluation of its usefulness.
Activity

Conclusion
Our results suggest that automatic configuration based on calendar information provides both an effective and desirable solution to the interruption problem caused by cell phones. The results show that both structured activities and appropriate configuration can be predicted with high accuracy using the calendar information. The results also show consistent mapping of activities to configuration for each individual. However there was a poor consistency pf mapping activity to configuration across different participants. The results show that people are willing to accept a certain level of inaccuracy which comes as a side effect of any context-aware application in exchange for good services and convenience.
Calendar information does not provide accurate context all of the time, and even if the context is predicted accurately, the desired configuration for a certain context is not always the same and there are many factors that might affect it. However, even with an inaccuracy rate of 9-13%, participants still liked this solution and said they are willing to adopt it in real life. We believe this inaccuracy rate can be greatly reduced if reinforcement learning tools were used over a longer period of time. Moreover, the fact that people use the calendar for important activities and appointments and not to record a detailed account of their daily activities as they were asked to do during the study, is expected to increase the accuracy of context predictability and the consistency of activity to configuration mapping.
The fact that mobile phone calendar usage might not be very common due to the very limited inputting capabilities should not undermine the importance of our results. Mobile phones are developing at a very fast pace and smartphones are gaining more and more popularity. Smartphones offer more interaction capabilities, coupling phone capabilities with the functionalities of a PDA, and short-range wireless connectivity such as Bluetooth. The PDA functionalities of the smartphones are expected to drastically increase the use of the mobile calendar application as well as other PIM applications. Moreover, the short-range connectivity is expected to further contribute to the popularity of the mobile calendar due to the fact that people can use their computers to fill in the entries and use the wireless connection to synchronize with their smartphones.
The goal of future work should be to study the relationship between the caller and the receiver and its effect on how people evaluate the appropriateness of different phone configurations given different roles of the caller. In addition, we are planning to do the same experiment with real cell phones in order to validate the results and avoid any biases that could be introduced by the simulation. It is also important to examine the preferred direction of error in a context-aware configuration. The error of such an application can be of two sorts: fewer missed calls but higher probability of inappropriate interruption or fewer inappropriate interruptions but more probability of missed calls. In our experiment, most participants were not annoyed by missing calls since the caller was assumed to be anonymous. That the calls were not real may have contributed to this factor; however, this may not be the case in real life. We would like to investigate whether it is more important for people not to be interrupted inappropriately or not to miss certain calls. It is also important to study the effect of using real mobile calendar information as opposed to using a structured list of activities, as was the case in our study. A real strength of our study, however, is that it provided valuable insight regarding activity-to-configuration mapping and its consistency, as well as validity and usefulness of the calendar-based approach to decrease cell phone interruptions. We thereby hope to influence the design of future applications' aims regarding context-aware configuration.
